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Mining and understanding patients’ disease-development pattern is a major healthcare need. A huge number of research studies
have focused on medical resource allocation, survivability prediction, risk management of diagnosis, etc. In this article, we are
specifically interested in discovering risk factors for patients with high probability of developing cancers. We propose a systematic
and data-driven algorithm and build around the idea of association rule mining. More precisely, the rule-mining method is firstly
applied on the target dataset to unpack the underlying relationship of cancer-risk factors, via generating a set of candidate rules.
Later, this set is represented as a rule graph, where informative rules are identified and selected with the aim of enhancing the
result interpretability. Compared to hundreds of rules generated from the standard rule-mining approach, the proposed algorithm
benefits from a concise rule subset, without losing the information from the original rule set. 'e proposed algorithm is then
evaluated using one of the largest cancer data resources. We found that our method outperforms existing approaches in terms of
identifying informative rules and requires affordable computational time. Additionally, relevant information from the selected
rules can also be used to inform health providers and authorities for cancer-risk management.

1. Introduction

Recent years have witnessed a significantly increasing
amount of electronic health records (EHR), in addition to
other data collected for the diagnosis and management
purpose. 'e Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results
(SEER) resource is one of the typical examples. As one
comprehensive and authoritative resource in relation to
cancer statistics, SEER is a publicly available dataset origi-
nating from the United State. 'is data repository aims to
provide high-quality and comprehensive cancer informa-
tion, in order to help institutions and laboratories worldwide
performing their own research. As such, this SEER dataset
has been used for a diverse range of research applications,
which results in more than 1500 copies for the public use
annually. In addition, this SEER repository has also been
evolving and updated from time to time, by the increment of

new patient samples, the inclusion of more medical features/
variables, the involvement of new types of cancers, etc.

Not surprisingly, numerous machine learning methods
have been applied to the SEER dataset for monitoring patient
status and facilitating a better understanding of cancer
treatment and survivability. Prior research efforts include
Expert Systems [1], Fuzzy Systems [2, 3], Evolutionary
Computation [4, 5], Support Vector Machines [6], and
Neural Networks and/or Deep Learning [7]. Yet, there are
still open research questions remaining. Expert/Fuzzy Sys-
tems, for instance, are typically reliant on human knowledge
to determine (semi)static decision strategies. Intuitively, the
a priori knowledge may vary from experts to experts, thereby
resulting in significantly different outcomes. In addition,
knowledge/expertise acquisition could be very time-con-
suming and labor-expensive, particularly when the scale/
dimension of the given problem is large. On the other hand,
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Support Vector Machines and Neural Network based ap-
proaches are limited in their interpretability, and relevant
results are always questionable for end users.

Alternatively, we consider adopting the association rule-
mining (ARM) algorithm in this study. As one of the most
popular data-mining algorithms, ARM is characterized by its
capability of being data-driven (less dependency on the
external knowledge, compared to Expert Systems) and in-
terpretability (high transparency compared to Neural Net-
works). As such, ARM has attracted much research attention
with its wide application in many areas, such as the analysis
for smart-phone app usage [8], opinion leadership identi-
fication [9], and monitoring patients’ disease-development
behavior [10]. In addition, ARM-based applications in the
medical domain can be found in the preliminary research
[11, 12].

Yet, onemajor problemwith ARM is the huge number of
generated rules; that is, a typical result from ARM could be
hundreds and thousands rules associated with different
lengths. On the other hand, many rules are overlapping and/
or repeating each other with minor changes, which leads to
the issue of the rule redundancy. Obviously, a large number
of rules is difficult to exam or interpret manually, not to
mention its computational overhead, while applying a small
set of rules may not be sufficient to capture the underlying
pattern, due to the possibility of lacking of information.
Consequently, how to control/manipulate the number of
generated rules to accurately describe the given dataset
becomes a critical process for any ARM-based applications.

Traditionally, there are two strategies in terms of opti-
mizing generated rules: (i) the application of a priori domain
knowledge and (ii) rule summarization technique. 'e
former one usually works with predetermined conditions to
filter rules, which relies on external resources, such as expert
experience or domain knowledge. In this context, only
certain items are permitted to be included in generated rules,
while others will be cast as unnecessary items to remove.
Intuitively, this strategy has two major drawbacks: firstly,
identifying important items is time-consuming, particularly
with the large number of available items; secondly, experts
could impose their own bias via determining item impor-
tance, thereby resulting in questionable rules.

On the other hand, rule summarization is a data-driven
and automate method, in which less domain knowledge is
required. 'e basic concept of the summarization technique
is to identify important rules automatically, from the entire
rule set, without compromising the information loss. Some
existing work has been reviewed in Section 2. Inspired by the
general applicability of rule summarization, this paper ex-
plores the task of discovering patients’ pattern using the
association rule summarization method. To enhance the
summarization capability, we further introduce a cluster-
based strategy to identify important rules. More specifically,
the proposed algorithm consists of three parts. To begin
with, we establish a rule graph based on their similarity, in
which rules are grouped into different clusters using the
community-detection method. Eventually, significant rules
are determined and selected across individual rules, which
are cast as the output of the proposed summarization. To the

best of our knowledge, this is the first study of proposing a
cluster-based rule summarization algorithm to reveal the
relationship among cancer-related risk factors.

'e remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 provides the brief review about the ground work,
such as data-mining-based medical applications; we also
discuss traditional techniques for the rule summarization
and community-detection clustering approaches. Section 3
presents the proposed cluster-based summarization algo-
rithm, where three major phases are discussed in terms of
similarity graph construction, community-detection-based
cluster, and applied summarization strategy within each
individual cluster. Our proposed framework is then evalu-
ated in Section 4 using the SEER dataset to explore patient
risk factors, followed by concluding remarks in Section 5.

2. Related Work

'is section offers a brief discussion of the state-of-the-art
research work related to the analysis of patients’ pattern. At
first, we investigate the application of data-mining algo-
rithms in the medical domain. We then discuss the basic
concept behind association rule-mining and summarization
methods. Finally, we focus on the clustering approach for
community detection.

2.1. Data-Mining-Based Medical Application. Recent years
have witnessed a vast amount of applications of data-mining
techniques in the medical domain [1, 3, 6, 7, 13]. In [1], an
expert system was proposed by integrating geographic in-
formation and Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) tech-
nologies to facilitate environmental health decision support.
More precisely, this expert system aimed to investigate
potential relations between health problems and environ-
mental risk factors, such as neighborhood, industrial pol-
lutants, and drinking water quality. Another research [6] was
proposed to apply a number of supervised learning tech-
niques to discover lung cancer patients in terms of their
survivability. Experimental results suggested that the Gra-
dient Boosting Machine led to the best prediction perfor-
mance, while Support Vector Machine was the only model
that generated a distinctive output. In addition, the work [7]
investigated the combination of Neural Networks with
adversarial domain adaptation. A couple of scenarios were
considered in the experiment for the evaluation purpose,
including the standard supervised classification, unsuper-
vised domain adaptation, and supervised domain adapta-
tion. Resultant outcome indicated that the hybrid model of
Neural Networks and adversarial domain based adaptation
achieved satisfactory performance to measure pathology
reports. More recently, a Bidirectional Long Short-Term
Memory Neural Network (BLSTM-NN) was employed to
build an interaction monitoring system in [13]. In their
study, ten volunteers were involved and their activities were
recorded using a set of Kinect sensors. 'en 3D skeletons
from participants were detected and tracked using BLSTM-
NN, which revealed the underlying activity pattern and
interaction among patients. A more general survey was
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represented [3] to discuss the various methodologies, such as
Fuzzy Logic, Neural Networks, and Genetic Algorithm, and
their various applications in medicine.

'e majority of existing systems, however, generally are
characterized as expert-defined or black-box style. For in-
stance, Expert and Fuzzy Systems require the domain
knowledge to setup prediction strategies, which could be
very labor-expensive. Neural Network based approaches, on
the other hand, are usually limited by their interpretability,
which remain questionable for end users. To sum up, despite
the general interest of applying data-mining techniques in
the medial domain, discovering patient risk factors is still a
difficult task. As an alternative, this paper explores the
potential of applying association rule-mining-based
methods. In particular, rule-based approaches benefit from
their transparency, interpretability, and efficient computa-
tion, which have potential to overcome the aforementioned
limitations from other approaches.

2.2. Rules Mining and Summarization. Association rules
mining (ARM) is one of the most-common data-mining
algorithms for the relationship analysis. Its goal is to extract
rules of the form “IF-'en,” such that if a set of variable
values is found, then another set of variables will generally
have a specific value. A typical example from patients’ rule
can be “AGE_DX(1), MAR_STAT(1) ⟶ SEQ_NUM(0),
SRV(> 60),” which indicates if this patient is diagnosed less
than 53 years old (i.e., AGE_DX(1)) and is single (i.e.,
MAR_STAT(1)), then to some extent she/he will have one
primary only in the lifetime (i.e., SEQ_NUM(0)) and sur-
vival months is more than 60 months (i.e., SRV(> 60)).

As such, the technique is very useful in terms of asso-
ciating an immediate subsequence (i.e., consequent) given
the previous condition (i.e., antecedent) and discovering
patterns of interaction among different factors. On the other
hand, the importance of a rule is usually estimated through
critical indicators, such as “support” and “confidence.”
Mathematically, given a rule of (A⟶ C), its support is the
proportion of records which contain all items fromA, which
can be computed as follows:

supp(A⟶ C) � supp(A) �
|A|

N
, (1)

where |A| is the number of records containing A and N is
the total number of rules. 'e confidence of the rule
A⟶ C is accordingly computed as

conf(A⟶ C) �
supp(A)∪ supp(C)

supp(A)
. (2)

Consequently, the “support” indicator is used tomeasure
the extent to which the antecedent and consequent occurs
simultaneously, while the “confidence” indicator estimates
how often the consequent occurs given the antecedent.

Due to its high interpretability and efficiency, plenty of
ARM-based applications have been applied for the analysis
of smart-phone app usage [8], opinion leadership identifi-
cation [9, 14], and monitoring patients’ disease-develop-
ment behavior [10], to name a few. In their pilot work of [8],

the authors aimed to investigate how students use their
smart-phone apps to support online learning. App data from
148 schools were collected accordingly, and the K-means
algorithm was employed to separate students into five
groups based on their app usage. By mining pattern rules
from each cluster, results suggested that students’ online
patterns showed a shifting ratio between educational and
noneducational apps. In addition, generated rules also
revealed unique emphases on different types of apps that
could impact on student learning performance. 'e work in
[14], on the other hand, investigated a niche subset of user-
generated popular culture content on Douban, a well-known
Chinese-language online social network. Built on a dataset
comprised of 714,946 comments and 228,806 distinct users,
a parallel rule-mining algorithm was proposed. 'e exper-
imental results demonstrated the flexibility and applicability
of the rule-based method for extracting useful relationship
from complex social media data. In addition, another work
to explore patient’s behavior in terms of disease compli-
cations and recurrences was reported in [10]. For this
particular research, a database about colorectal cancer, with
1516 patients and 126 attributes, was considered. At its core,
four heuristic operators and a complete methodology were
proposed to implement the rule-mining process. From the
experiments, the rule-based approach showed advantages
over standard approaches, such as the associative classifi-
cation methods to identify risk factors.

'e major problem, however, with the traditional ARM
is the huge number of generated rules, which is manually
inefficient to exam them one-by-one. 'e large number of
rules, on the other hand, also reduces the interpretability as a
whole. To overcome this problem, one established approach
is the rule summarization, i.e., to summarize rules based on
their significance without degrading the relationship in-
formation from the expression of the entire rule set. 'ere
are a few implementations for summarizing important rules,
including APRX-COLLECTION [15] and RPGlobal [16]. To
begin with, APRX-COLLECTION introduces a concept of
the false positive rate (α), which is used to control the level of
wrong coverage. More precisely, APRX-COLLECTION
firstly forms an aggregated rule set R∗ by enumerating all
possible combinations of original rules R. As such, addi-
tional rules, even though they might not exist inR, could be
created. Next, rules from R∗ are selected according to two
criteria: (i) those rules cover most items from Rand (ii) the
number of additional items should be less than the level of α.
On the other hand, RPGlobal adopts similar selection cri-
teria by identifying rules that cover most items fromR. 'e
major difference is that RPGlobal chooses rules from R

directly, instead of generating R∗. In addition, to limit the
increment of additional rules, RPGlobal further introduces a
user-defined parameter β to control the number of selected
rules each time.

Overall, rule-mining summarization techniques have
been proposed to overcome the problem associated with the
huge number of generated rules. 'e summarized rules
make the subsequent interpretation process more efficient
and easier, by filtering least-important rules and significantly
reducing the scale of rules. Inspired by this insight, an
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enhanced rule summarization method is proposed in this
study, which is in light of clustering, in particular, the
community-detection technique.

2.3. Community Detection. As a graph clustering technique,
community detection has attracted a lot of attention in the
past decade due to the increasing scale of social network.
With the rapid growth of Internet infrastructure, more and
more people utilize online resources in their daily life, such
as Twitter and Facebook. 'e result is the generation of a
huge social network, in which individual users play a role of
nodes/vertexes and their connections (e.g., friendship) be-
come the edge in the network. As such, either the industry
stakeholders or academia are interested in analyzing this
giant social network to formulate better marketing and/or
development strategy. In particular, identifying communi-
ties within complex networks is of great importance for
many real scenarios. A typical example could be forming an
online community in relation to a group of people who share
the same interest.

A number of different methods have been proposed to
implement the community detection. A pioneer work in [17]
was proposed based on the concept of edge betweenness
centrality (EBC). For each individual edge within the net-
work, its EBC was measured by the total number of shortest
paths (for any two vertices) passing this particular edge. As a
result, an edge with higher EBC became a good indicator to
separate among communities, while an edge with lower EBC
was more likely to exist within a small community. By re-
moving edges with high EBC, the entire network eventually
could be split into small groups/communities. Another work
was reported in [18] with a similar measurement, that is,
edge clustering coefficient (ECC). 'is measurement was to
count the number of triangles for a given edge, compared to
the total number of such possible triangles. Compared to
EBC, edges with low ECC were considered as the connec-
tions among communities. As such, disjoint subnetworks
can be formed by eliminating those low-ECC edges.

In addition to edge-based measurements, the Walktrap
algorithm from [19] considered the topological similarity
between vertices. 'e main idea was to divide the network
based on a distance between vertices such that distance in the
same community was small but became larger in different
groups. 'is vertex distance was formally defined by (i) the
walking probability from one vertex to another and (ii) the
vertex degree. Another vertex-based algorithm was pro-
posed in [20], termed as Label Propagation. To begin with,
every vertex was randomly initialized with a unique label.
Later, during the iteration, each vertex adjusted its label
based on neighbors; that is, new label will be made the same
as its majority labels nearby. Finally, communities were
formed by grouping vertices with the same labels. 'e
Infomap algorithm, on the other hand, was proposed using
the concept of randomwalks and information diffusion [21].
It started by performing a random walk within the network
and calculated the information flows using the trajectory of
the previous random walk. An information map was ac-
cordingly established, which differentiated communities

with a diverse range of map importance. One advantage with
this Infomap algorithm is its nearly linear-computational
time, thereby leading to a very efficient process.

2.4. Summary. In this section, we briefly discuss the existing
work of applying data-mining techniques to address medical
problems. We also review the basic concept of rule-mining,
rules summarization, and the community-detection ap-
proaches. Although preliminary work has been conducted to
identify rules in relation to patients risk management, tra-
ditional rule-mining algorithms suffer from amajor problem
associated with the huge number of generated rules. To cope
with this issue, rules summarization techniques offer ad-
vantage to select important rules and minimize the infor-
mation loss. Taking all these aspects into account, we
propose an enhanced summarization algorithm using the
community-detection approaches, which is detailed in the
following section.

3. The Proposed Framework

In this section, we discuss a systematic and data-driven
approach to discover risk-relevant factors. 'e main con-
tribution of this study is the proposal of a novel cluster-based
summarization algorithm. As illustrated in Figure 1, the
proposed approach consists of three phases. To begin with,
we apply the traditional rule-mining algorithm on the entire
dataset to generate a comprehensive set of potential rules.
Due to the large scale of this rule set, we then represent it as a
rule-similarity graph; see Section 3.1. Secondly, the com-
munity-detection algorithm is employed to identify clusters
from this rule graph; see Section 3.2. Finally, informative
rules across clusters are summarized, as introduced in
Section 3.3.

For convenience, Table 1 summarizes notations used
throughout the paper.

3.1. Similarity Graph. 'emain purpose of this first phase is
to generate a completed rule set that represents the entire
transaction records and then to construct a rule-similarity
graph. Towards this end, there are several steps we need to
consider, including data discretization, rule-mining, simi-
larity measurement, and graph construction.

3.1.1. Data Discretization. To begin with, the rule-mining
algorithm works well with discrete data, rather than the
continuous ones. However, in the real-world scenario, the
majority of medical data is continuous and not operable by
the rule-mining approaches. To quantify extracted features, a
preprocess of data discretization is necessary. For simplicity,
this study aims to split a continuous input into L groups
(where L is a user-defined threshold). As such, samples
belonging to the same group will be assigned with the same
label, to convert the continuous data into discrete one. Note
that a domain knowledge is required to decide the number of
groups (i.e., L), while different business or operational re-
quirements could result in a variety of discretization ranges.
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However, the advantage of the discretization is twofold: (i)
continuous data is represented using discrete labels to fa-
cilitate the subsequent application of the rule-mining al-
gorithm; (ii) the raw continuous dataset is represented by a
smaller-sized but meaningful format, which is easy to be
interpreted and also saves the computational cost.

3.1.2. Rule Mining. 'ere exists a diverse range of imple-
mentations for rule mining, such as Apriori and FP-Growth.
In particular, Apriori employs a “bottom-up” strategy to
produce frequent-item sets, in which repeated scanning of
the entire dataset is required. 'is typically leads to an
expensive computational cost. 'erefore, in this study, the
FP-Growth algorithm is implemented, which adopts a “top-
down” strategy to produce frequent-item sets. 'e main
advantage is that it requires less scanning time to generate
possible combinations of frequent sets.

3.1.3. Similarity Measurement. Before we construct the rule-
similarity graph, it is essential to define the similarity
measurement for any given rules. Consider the typical form
of two rules r1: (A1⟶ C1) and r2: (A2⟶ C2). 'e
similarity function between two rules is accordingly defined
in terms of the relative item coverage (RIC):

RIC r1, r2(  �
A1 ∩A2

����
���� ∪ C1 ∩C2

����
���� 

A1 ∪C1 ∪A2 ∪C2
����

����
. (3)

As observed, the similarity is measured as the portion of
the common items from both antecedents and consequences
versus the portion of all items occurring within two rules.
We then introduce the process of rule-graph construction
based on the similarity measurement in equation (3).

3.1.4. Graph Construction. Graph is a very important data
structure in computer science, while a large number of
existing works have been proposed to demonstrate the solid
application and success of graph-based techniques [2, 4].
Inspired by this insight, we also consider representing rules
as a graph format. As such, the rule graph is represented as
G � (V, E) in our study, where each vertex vi (vi ∈ V)

denotes a rule ri, and the edge eij is the connection between
the i-th and j-th vertex. Furthermore, eij is associated with
the similarity between the rule of ri and rj, i.e., RIC(ri, rj).
Note that there are a diverse range of options to manipulate
eij. For instance, we can introduce a user-defined threshold ε
to filter RIC(ri, rj) if RIC(ri, rj)< ε. 'at is, two vertices are
only connected if their similarity RIC(ri, rj) is larger than
the value of ε. Alternatively, we can also employ the concept
of k-nearest neighbors, from which only the most similar
(k − 1) vertices to one specific vertex are connected.
Without loss of generality, we consider the full-connect
strategy; that is, all vertices will be connected to each other,
while the edge eij equals their similarity RIC(ri, rj).

3.2. Rule Clustering. 'is second phase intends to apply the
community-detection algorithm to identify clusters from the
rule-similarity graph.'e general idea is to cluster vertices in
a way that samples belonging to the same group are similar,
while samples from different groups are dissimilar to each
other. As mentioned in Section 3.3, there has been a great
interest in developing implementations for detecting com-
munities within the graph. Table 2 summarizes the com-
putational complexity of the existing implementations for
the community detection.

As observed, a variety of implementations may lead to
different costs, as they focus on different optimization
strategies on splitting vertices and/or edges. Considering our
case of rule-based graph, there will be over 104 rules, in-
dicating the final graph is with 104 vertices and approxi-
mately 108 edges. As such, we implement the work [21] in
this study as our community-detection executor, due to its
efficiency and affordable computation.

3.3. Cluster-Based Summarization. 'e final phase is used to
perform rule summarization by determining or selecting
important rules within each individual cluster. More pre-
cisely, after forming clusters within the rule graph, rules will
be ranked according to their importance. As such, top-N
rules from each single cluster will be selected according to

Association rule
mining 

Community
detection 

Summarization
within clusters 

Patient records Similarity graph Clusters

Figure 1: 'e pipeline of the proposed rule-summarization algorithm, including three phases: (i) applying association rule-mining al-
gorithm to obtain the completed rule set, which is turned into the rule-similarity graph; (ii) employing the community-detection algorithm
to cluster the rule graph; (iii) summarizing significant rules from individual clusters.

Table 1: List of adopted notations used in our study.

Notation Description
I 'e complete itemset from the original data
N Number of transaction records
M Number of rules generated from these N samples
K Number of clusters to be found within the rule graph

Ns

Number of rules to be summarized/selected from one
cluster

Table 2: Comparison of different community-detection imple-
mentations in terms of their computational complexity.

Algorithm Cost Reference
Edge betweenness centrality O(m2n) [17]
Edge clustering coefficient O(m4/n2) [18]
Walktrap O(n2log(n)) [19]
Label propagation O(m + n) [20]
Infomap O(m) [21]
Note that n and m represent the number of vertexes and edges, respectively.
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their importance, where N is a user-determined parameter,
to produce the final summary. To begin with, we propose
three statistical features before aggregating them to measure
the rule importance:

(i) Rule length: the first importance measurement is the
rule length. 'is idea is inspired by the work of
APRX-COLLECTION in [15], where a long rule has a
better item coverage compared to shorter ones.
'erefore, we use the rule length as a feature to

Input: K clusters (C1, C2, . . ., CK), the number of selected rules Ns, and the penalty terms of λL, λA, and λR;
Initialization:
set the rule set S to empty: S � ∅

for k � 1 to K do
While (‖Ck‖≠ 0 or ‖S‖≤Ns) do
Calculate the score of ri (∀ri ∈ Ck) according to equation (7)
Select one rule with the highest score and label it as r∗

S⟵ r∗and remove r∗from Ck

end
end
Output: Return the optimal rules from S.

ALGORITHM 1: 'e proposed cluster-based algorithm for rule summarization.
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Figure 2: Data distribution of AGE_DX.
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Figure 3: Data distribution of SRV_TIME.
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estimate the importance. Given a rule of
(ri: A⟶ C), the feature of length (Length(ri)) is
computed as follows:

Length ri(  �
1

‖I‖
(‖A‖ +‖C‖), (4)

where ‖I‖ represents the total number of distinct
items from all rules.

(ii) Aggregated similarity: we want to select informative
rules that would represent themajority rules within a
cluster. As such, rules should be selected if they are
with a similar or close form to the rest.'erefore, the
second measurement to the rule importance is the
aggregated similarity. More specifically, the larger
the aggregated similarity of a rule, the higher the
rank. Given a cluster C, the aggregate similarity
(Aggregate(ri)) for the i-th rule (ri ∈ C) is then given
as follows:

Aggregate ri(  �


‖C‖
j�1,i≠j RIC ri, rj 

‖C‖
, (5)

where RIC(ri, rj) is the similarity measurement
from (3) and ‖C‖ represents the total number of
rules from the C cluster.

(iii) Redundancy: another critical aspect is to consider
the redundancy impact once a rule is selected. Note
that each cluster is composed of similar rules.
'erefore, if two rules contain similar items, then
these two are more likely to convey the similar
meaning. 'e redundancy feature is then employed
to eliminate those semantically similar rules,
without repeating the same rules all the time. In our
study, the following estimation is proposed to
measure the redundancy feature (Redundancy(ri)):

Redundancy ri(  �


‖S‖
j�1 RIC ri, rj 

‖S‖
, if ‖S‖≠ 0,

(6)

where S is the set composed of selected rules and ‖S‖

represents the number of rules from S. Note that, at the
beginning of the summarization, S � ∅ and ‖S‖ � 0.
In this case, Redundancy(ri) � 0 (∀ri ∈ S).

Apart from aforementioned measurements, we further
leverage the support degree as an indicator for evaluating the
rule importance. Consequently, the final score to one specific
rule (i.e., Score(ri)) is to involve four statistical features,
including support degree, rule length, aggregated similarity,
and redundancy, and the following equation is proposed to
formulate this calculation:

Table 3: List of selected variables from the breast cancer data.

Variables Description
MAR_STAT Marital status
SEX Gender
SEQ_NUM Seq. of malignant
LATERAL Laterality
NUMPRIMS Number of primaries
SRV_TIME Survival months
ORIGIN Origin
AGE_DX Age at diagnosis
SITEO2V Primary site
RADIATN Method of radiation therapy
HISTREC Histology
ADJAJCCSTG AJCC 6th stage
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Figure 4: Intercluster similarity Sinter based on varying values of
the number of clusters (c), while the upper and lower bound
represent the maximal and minimal values of Sinter. 'e related
computational time is 426.07 s, 564.11 s, 710.78 s, 870.91 s,
1027.49 s, 1188.15 s, 1345.25 s, 1501.67 s, and 1658.97 s,
respectively.

Table 4: 'e completed rule sets generated using 85,189 patient
samples, with different settings of support degrees.

Support degrees Number of rules Support degrees Number of rules
(0.0, 0.1] 9096 (0.1, 0.2] 2043
(0.2, 0.3] 287 (0.3, 0.4] 196
(0.4, 0.5] 125 (0.5, 0.6] 93
(0.6, 0.7] 20 (0.7, 0.8] 16
(0.8, 0.9] 10 (0.9, 1.0] 1

Table 5: Statistical information from the result of community-
detection clustering when K � 5.

Cluster index Number of rules Average RIC within one cluster
0 1477 0.2535
1 2640 0.3135
2 2534 0.2949
3 3056 0.2903
4 2180 0.3687
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Score ri(  � Supp ri(  + λLLength ri(  + λAAggregate ri( 

− λRRedundancy ri( ,

(7)

where λL, λA, and λR are the penalty term for balancing four
statistical features, respectively. Eventually, the cluster-based
summarization algorithm is proposed for determining in-
formative rules, which is further shown in Algorithm 1.

3.4. Summary. 'e main contribution of this work is to
formulate the problem of rule summarization as a graph
clustering process. Next, we discuss the computational
complexity of the proposed method. Given a dataset with N

samples, the FP-Growth algorithm is employed to mining
potential rules with the cost of O(N). Next the rule-simi-
larity graph is constructed, which requires a complexity of
O(M2) (where M is the total number of generated rules;
note that it usually leads to N≪M). Note that with the
established graph, there will be M vertex and M(M − 1)/2
edges as we consider the full-connect strategy. As such,
applying the community-detection algorithm to cluster this

rule graph costs O(M2). Finally, the cluster-based sum-
marization algorithm needs to go through all K clusters to
select top Ns rules. As such, for the k-th cluster, the time
complexity could be O(‖Ck‖ · min(Ns, ‖Ck‖) ≈ O(‖Ck‖·

Ns)), where ‖Ck‖ is the number of rules within the k-th
cluster. In the worst case, we have ‖Ck‖ � M, thereby leading
to the worst complexity of O(M · Ns). Overall, the com-
plexity order of the proposed algorithm is O(N) + O(M2) +

O(M2) + O (K · M · Ns) ≈ max(O(M2),O(K · M · Ns)).
Notice that the overall complexity for the proposed

algorithm depends on either the total number of generated
rules (i.e., M) or the number of available clusters and rules to
be selected. In the worst case, the complexity could be
O(M2) if we select all rules; by contrast, it will be O(K · M)

as only one rule to be chosen from individual cluster.

4. Experimental Results and Analysis

'is section discusses the experimental results by per-
forming the application of our proposed algorithm to the
SEER dataset. 'e details about the employed dataset are
presented in the following section. 'e aim of the

Table 6: List of selected rules from the proposed algorithm, showing the top 15 rules from five clusters.

Index Rule Support Confidence
0 (SEQ_NUM(0), HISTREC(9), RADIATN(0))⟶ (SEX(2), NUMPRIMS(1), ORIGIN(0)) 0.428 0.942
0 (NUMPRIMS(1), HISTREC(9), RADIATN(0))⟶ (SEX(2), SEQ_NUM(0), ORIGIN(0)) 0.428 0.938
0 (NUMPRIMS(1), RADIATN(0))⟶ (SEX(2), ORIGIN(0)) 0.509 0.944
1 (NUMPRIMS(1), HISTREC(9), ORIGIN(0))⟶ (SEX(2), SEQ_NUM(0)) 0.695 0.987
1 (SEX(2), SEQ_NUM(0), HISTREC(9))⟶ (NUMPRIMS(1), ORIGIN(0)) 0.695 0.947
1 (SEX(2), NUMPRIMS(1), HISTREC(9))⟶ (ORIGIN(0)) 0.699 0.948
2 (NUMPRIMS(1), HISTREC(9))⟶ (SEX(2), SEQ_NUM(0)) 0.733 0.987
2 (NUMPRIMS(1), HISTREC(9))⟶ (SEX(2)) 0.737 0.993
2 (NUMPRIMS(1))⟶ (SEX(2), SEQ_NUM(0)) 0.860 0.987
3 (SEQ_NUM(0), ORIGIN(0))⟶ (SEX(2), NUMPRIMS(1)) 0.816 0.991
3 (NUMPRIMS(1), ORIGIN(0))⟶ (SEX(2), SEQ_NUM(0)) 0.816 0.987
3 (SRV(< 60))⟶ (ORIGIN(0)) 0.574 0.948
4 (SRV(< 60))⟶ (SEX(2), ORIGIN(0)) 0.569 0.940
4 (HISTREC(9), ORIGIN(0))⟶ (SEX(2)) 0.807 0.993
4 (RADIATN(0))⟶ (SEX(2)) 0.616 0.993

Table 7: List of selected rules based on their support/confidence degree.

Rule Support Confidence
(ORIGIN(0))⟶ (SEX(2)) 0.943 0.992
(SEQ_NUM(0))⟶ (NUMPRIMS(1)) 0.866 0.999
(NUMPRIMS(1))⟶ (SEQ_NUM(0)) 0.866 0.995
(NUMPRIMS(1))⟶ (SEX(2)) 0.864 0.992
(SEQ_NUM(0))⟶ (SEX(2)) 0.860 0.992
(NUMPRIMS(1))⟶ (SEX(2), SEQ_NUM(0)) 0.860 0.987
(SEQ_NUM(0))⟶ (SEX(2), NUMPRIMS(1)) 0.860 0.991
(SEX(2), NUMPRIMS(1))⟶ (SEQ_NUM(0)) 0.860 0.995
(SEX(2), SEQ_NUM(0))⟶ (NUMPRIMS(1)) 0.860 0.999
(NUMPRIMS(1), SEQ_NUM(0))⟶ (SEX(2)) 0.860 0.992
(HISTREC(9))⟶ (SEX(2)) 0.851 0.993
(ORIGIN(0), SEQ_NUM(0))⟶ (NUMPRIMS(1)) 0.822 0.999
(ORIGIN(0), NUMPRIMS(1))⟶ (SEQ_NUM(0)) 0.822 0.995
(ORIGIN(0), NUMPRIMS(1))⟶ (SEX(2)) 0.820 0.992
(ORIGIN(0), SEQ_NUM(0))⟶ (SEX(2)) 0.817 0.992
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experiments is to (i) evaluate the influence of key parameters
to the clustering performance and (ii) compare the proposed
algorithm with existing work for the rule summarization.

4.1. Experiments Design. As mentioned before, the SEER
dataset consists of samples from a great number of cancer
types. In this study, the breast cancer is explicitly employed
as the main resource. Relevant samples and variables from
SEER that are associated with patient survivability and tu-
mor status are selected based on a set of inclusions (the
selection criteria for variables can be found in our prelim-
inary work [22]). As such, 85,189 patient samples (with 12
variables) are identified as the main experimental data, and
detailed description for chosen variables can be found in
Table 3.

Note that among these 12 variables, two of them are with
the continuous type, i.e., AGE_DX and SRV_TIME, and
Figures 2 and 3 illustrate their distribution, respectively. In
relation to the continuous data, the data discretization
process is considered to split them into L groups, while each
group will be assigned to one unique label. In this study, we
set L � 3 and 2 for the variables of AGE_DX and
SRV_TIME, respectively. As a result, the discrete results for
AGE_DX will be [17, 53), [53, 67), and [67, 104] due to an
equal-size separation. Meanwhile, as for the variable of
survival months, we are taking SRV_TIME� 60 as the
splitting threshold, as the majority of studies has categorized
patients’ survivability using a threshold of five years [10, 22].

4.2. Results from Cluster-Based Summarization. In this
section, we focus on the results from the proposed algo-
rithm, with respect to the rule summarization for patients’
behavior. Towards this end, we start by examining the
completed rule sets and then performing rules cluster, and
more importantly we investigate the summarization results
across different clusters. To begin with, we utilize the FP-
Growth algorithm to generate the completed rule set, which
leads to a total of 11,887 rules. Table 4 shows the generated
rules as a function of the support degrees, while a higher

support is normally with a smaller number of rules. Note
that the threshold for the confidence degree is fixed as 0.5 in
all cases.

We then perform the community detection to cluster the
generated rule set. A particular problem with the application
of community-detection clustering is to determine the
number of clusters (K). Yet, the selection of an appropriate
value for the number of clusters has crucial impact on the
clustering performance. Having said that, a too big value for
K would make it difficult to interpret the result, not to
mention the computational cost; while a smaller value of K

could fail to group similar samples and result in poor
clustering performance. To identify an optimal value for the
number of clusters, the measurement of intercluster simi-
larity (Sinter) is introduced that is estimated as follows:

Sinter �
1
K



K

k�1

1
N2

k



Nk

i�1


Nk

j�1,j≠i
RIC ri, rj ⎞⎠,⎛⎝ (8)

where RIC represents the relative item coverage (defined in
equation (3)), Nk represents the number of rules in the k-th
cluster (k � [1, 2, . . . , K]), and K is the number of clusters.

Using this measurement, our aim is to select the value of
K that leads to the biggest value ofSinter, so that similar rules
are grouped together to maximize the intercluster similarity.
Towards this end, Figure 4 plots the results of intercluster
similarity for varying values of K, where K ∈ [2, 10]. At first,
we confirm that the computational time associated with
different sizes of clusters is increasing with respect to K. For
instance, the minimal and maximal time has been found
from K � 2 (with 426.07 seconds) and K � 10 (with 1658.97
seconds), respectively. On the other hand, we observe that
the intercluster similarity (Sinter) performs stably after K≥ 5.

Given the expensive computation with a bigger value of
K, we decide to take the optimal value of K � 5 in the
following study. As such, we perform the community-de-
tection algorithm to cluster rules into five groups, and the
statistical information about the particular clustering result
is summarized in Table 5.

Table 8: Results from traditional rule summarization techniques, using the APRX-COLLECTION method.

Rule from APRX-COLLECTION Support Confidence
(SEX(2), RADIATN(0), LATERAL(1), MAR_STAT(2), SEQ_NUM(0))
⟶ (ORIGIN(0), NUMPRIMS(1), HISTREC(9)) 0.108 0.828

(RADIATN(1), LATERAL(2), SEQ_NUM(0), HISTREC(9), NUMPRIMS(1))⟶ (ORIGIN(0)) 0.119 0.945
(SEX(2), MAR_STAT(5), SRV(< 60))⟶ (NUMPRIMS(1), SEQ_NUM(0)) 0.122 0.918
(SRV(< 60), C509, RADIATN(0))⟶ (ORIGIN(0)) 0.109 0.943
(AGE_DX(2), MAR_STAT(2))⟶ (SEX(2)) 0.106 0.992
(C508, LATERAL(2))⟶ (SEX(2)) 0.101 0.998
(ADJACCSTG(70.0), ORIGIN(0))⟶ (SEX(2)) 0.101 0.990
(NUMPRIMS(2), SEQ_NUM(1))⟶ (HISTREC(9)) 0.101 0.883
(C504, LATERAL(1))⟶ (ORIGIN(0)) 0.138 0.953
(SRV(> 60), AGE_DX(3))⟶ (ORIGIN(0)) 0.103 0.964
(MAR_STAT(1), ORIGIN(0))⟶ (NUMPRIMS(1)) 0.102 0.876
(AGE_DX(1), SRV(> 60))⟶ (ORIGIN(0)) 0.137 0.944
(NUMPRIMS(2))⟶ (SEQ_NUM(1)) 0.115 0.993
(MAR_STAT(5))⟶ (ORIGIN(0)) 0.189 0.958
(ADJACCSTG(70.0))⟶ (NUMPRIMS(1)) 0.102 0.940
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Next, the proposed summarization algorithm is per-
formed on these five clusters to identify informative rules.
In this study, we are setting key parameters for summa-
rization as follows: the number of selected rules Ns � 3,
and the penalty terms of λL � λA � λR � 0.35. As a result,
summarized rules are listed in Table 6, which shows a
diverse coverage of support degree and number of items.
For instance, all selected rules, together, cover nearly 98%
of patient samples (high support degree) while seven
distinct items occur from the results that are identified as
key items, including SEQ_NUM(0), HISTREC(9),
RADIATN(0), SEX(2), NUMPRIMS(1), ORIGIN(0), and
SRV(< 60). We will then compare our proposed approach
with others.

4.3. Comparison Results. In this section, we compare the
proposed algorithm with the existing approaches in terms of
mining risk factors associated with patients’ disease devel-
opment. To begin with, we first extract top 15 rules from the
completed rule set (without any summarization techniques),
by simply ranking them based on their support degrees. As
such, these rules are cast as the baseline results, and Table 7
illustrates this rule set with high support degree.

As observed, the majority of rules from the baseline
results is overlapping each other. For instance, there are only
five items observed from both the antecedent and conse-
quent, including “SEX(2),” “NUMPRIMS(1),” “ORI-
GIN(0),” “SEQ_NUM(0),” and “HISTREC(9),” respectively.
'at is, approximately 88.1% of the items have been repeated

Table 9: Results from traditional rule summarization techniques, using the RPGlobal method.

Rule from RPGlobal Support Confidence
(RADIATN(0), LATERAL(2), SEQ_NUM(0), SRV(< 60), ORIGIN(0), HISTREC(9),
NUMPRIMS(1))⟶ (SEX(2)) 0.135 0.993

(SEX(2), RADIATN(0), LATERAL(2), SRV(< 60), ORIGIN(0), HISTREC(9),
NUMPRIMS(1))⟶ (SEQ_NUM(0)) 0.135 0.998

(RADIATN(1), MAR_STAT(2), SEQ_NUM(0), ORIGIN(0), HISTREC(9), NUMPRIMS(1))⟶ (SEX(2)) 0.128 0.991
(SEX(2), LATERAL(1), MAR_STAT(2), SRV(< 60), ORIGIN(0), HISTREC(9))⟶ (SEQ_NUM(0)) 0.104 0.923
(SEX(2), AGE_DX(2), RADIATN(0), SEQ_NUM(0), SRV(< 60))⟶ (NUMPRIMS(1)) 0.101 0.999
(SEQ_NUM(0), AGE_DX(3), HISTREC(9), MAR_STAT(5), NUMPRIMS(1))⟶ (SEX(2)) 0.101 0.996
(SEX(2), SEQ_NUM(0), AGE_DX(3), HISTREC(9), MAR_STAT(5))⟶ (NUMPRIMS(1)) 0.101 0.998
(SEX(2), C504, ORIGIN(0), MAR_STAT(2))⟶ (HISTREC(9)) 0.135 0.905
(SRV(> 60), NUMPRIMS(1), HISTREC(9))⟶ (ORIGIN(0)) 0.127 0.962
(AGE_DX(1), NUMPRIMS(1), SEQ_NUM(0), RADIATN(1))⟶ (SEX(2)) 0.107 0.995
(SEX(2), SRV(> 60), RADIATN(0), LATERAL(2))⟶ (HISTREC(9)) 0.112 0.893
(SEX(2), C509, ORIGIN(0), LATERAL(1))⟶ (NUMPRIMS(1)) 0.126 0.881
(NUMPRIMS(1), MAR_STAT(1), ORIGIN(0), SEQ_NUM(0))⟶ (SEX(2)) 0.123 0.991
(MAR_STAT(1))⟶ (SEX(2), NUMPRIMS(1), SEQ_NUM(0)) 0.106 0.864
(SEX(2), C508, RADIATN(0))⟶ (ORIGIN(0)) 0.116 0.953

Table 10: Selected item sets and their descriptions (ordered alphabetically) from our study.

Item Description
AGE_DX(1) Age at diagnosis less than 53
AGE_DX(2) Age at diagnosis more than or equal to 53 and less than 67
AGE_DX(3) Age at diagnosis more than or equal to 67
ADJACCSTG(70.0) Breast adjusted AJCC 6th stage (1988+)–IV
C50(4,8,9) Breast
HISTREC(9) Histology recode—broad groupings (8500–8549)
LATERAL(1) Not a paired site
LATERAL(2) Right: origin of primary
MAR_STAT(1) Single (never married)
MAR_STAT(2) Married (including common law)
MAR_STAT(5) Widowed
NUMPRIMS(1) One primary
NUMPRIMS(2) Two primaries
ORIGIN(0) Non-Spanish/Non-Hispanic
RADIATN(0) None or diagnosed at autopsy
RADIATN(1) Beam radiation
SEQ_NUM(0) One primary only in the patient’s lifetime
SEQ_NUM(1) First of two or more primaries
SEX(2) Female
SRV(< 60) Survival months less than 60 months or equal
SRV(> 60) Survival months more than 60 months
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from this baseline result. On the other hand, rules from
Table 7 are with relatively simple format (with no more than
3 items), which also indicates we could miss some complex
or advanced rules. More importantly, although these top 15
rules are selected based on their support degree, their rel-
evant data coverage is relatively low compared to our
method (with 94.6% of the entire data). By contrast, the
proposed method performs better than the baseline rules, by
identifying more key items (seven) and covering a larger
number of patients (98.3%).

Next, traditional rule summarization techniques are
considered, including APRX-COLLECTION [15] and
RPGlobal [16] method, while their results are shown in
Tables 8 and 9, respectively. Again, those methods are ap-
plied to summarize rules by selecting the top 15 ones.

'e results from the APRX-COLLECTION algorithm
clearly indicate its preference of selecting long rules, re-
gardless of their support. As mentioned before, the principle
of APRX-COLLECTION is to choose rules with a large item
coverage. As a result, the top two rules from APRX-COL-
LECTION, for instance, are with 8 and 6 items, respectively.
However, the major problem with APRX-COLLECTION is
the data coverage, that is, the support degree from rules. All
selected rules are with support under the value of 0.2, which
is associated with a very small population of patients. In
other words, results from APRX-COLLECTION are in-
sufficient and cover the majority patient’s data, while they
could lead to a misleading summarization result.

'e similar problem is with the RPGlobal algorithm.
Again, the long rules are still preferred and rules with more
items are selected. However, RPGlobal also considers re-
moving redundancy by encouraging rules that cover other
population. As a result, we can see that the data coverage
from RPGlobal is slightly better than that of APRX-COL-
LECTION, with the average support degrees of 0.1171
(RPGlobal) and 0.1154 (APRX-COLLECTION), respec-
tively. Consequently, the major problem with traditional
summarization technologies is that the selected rules are
associated with a small data coverage, thereby reducing their
generalization capability.

On the other hand, as mentioned before, our summa-
rized rule set (illustrated in Table 6) shows a nice balance
between the support degree (data coverage) and the number

of covered items. For instance, our algorithm leads to a total
number of 7 distinct items, which are more than those of
baseline (i.e., five). 'erefore, more details or complex rules
are allowed to be selected using our method. In addition,
compared to traditional summarization methods, the pro-
posed approach leads to a summarized rule set with ap-
proximately 98% support degree, which outperforms its
peers that are with less than 25% support degree. In other
words, our method is able to cover the majority of patient
cases. Overall, the comparison results clearly show the
summarization applicability of our method to represent an
overlarge rule set by identifying important rules (with high
support degree in terms of data coverage and less redun-
dancy in terms of item overlapping).

At last, we investigate the computational cost from
different approaches, and the comparison results are shown
in Figure 5. From the experimental results, we notice that the
proposed algorithm requires an affordable time for the rule
summarization. For example, compared to the RPGlobal
method, the proposed algorithm needs 535.8 seconds, which
is much better than that of RPGlobal (with 7422.18 seconds).
Although we notice that the APRX-COLLECTION ap-
proach comes with the least time of 10.23 seconds, its
summarization result is the worst among three cases. As
such, the satisfactory performance from our proposed al-
gorithm compensate for its computational cost. More im-
portantly, the computational time is accumulated with five
clusters in our approach. Note that we can perform the
summarization within individual clusters in a parallel way,
which could reduce the total cost further. We will leave this
work for our future study.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a novel rule summarization al-
gorithm for identifying informative rules from a cancer-
relevant data repository. 'ree phases are introduced that
are capable of generating a comprehensive rule set and
relevant rule-similarity graph, performing the community
detection to cluster rules, and then selecting important rules
to produce a fluent rule summary.

'e proposed method is evaluated using the breast
cancer dataset from the Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End
Results (SEER) resource, which include 85,189 patient
samples and 12 variables. 'e data leads to a completed rule
set with over 11,887 rules. By applying the proposed method,
we manage to identify the informative rules with high
support degree in terms of data coverage and less redun-
dancy in terms of item overlapping. Experimental results
also demonstrate that the proposed method leads to com-
petitive performance compared to existing approaches, in
terms of the satisfactory summarization results and af-
fordable computational cost. Overall, the proposed method
offers a flexible capability and efficient applicability for
processing a large amount of medical data that in turn can be
utilized to facilitate patients’ risk management.

Table 10 summaries the item sets and related medical
information from rules within Tables 6–9, respectively.
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Figure 5: Comparison results from different summarization ap-
proaches in terms of their computational cost.
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